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With a sharp knife, Dylan cut the last of the cured belly into
strips ofthick bacon. The cast iron was hot -- thin, faint tendrils of
smoke rising from its edges -- but he hesitated to lay the fatty
ribbons on the waiting surface. This is it, Dylan thought, I’ll need
to slaughter another pig. He lifted his gaze from the smoking pan
towards the kitchen window.
Outside, a few pigs riffled through undergrowth and deadfall on
the edge of the forest. They shuffled between the warm patches
and long shadows thrown by the morning sun as they dug up bulbs
and acorns in the summer soil.
He laid the bacon onto the cast-iron, the hiss and sizzle offat on
hot metal the loudest sound in the quiet house. Watching the
bacon curl and darken, Dylan thought ofthe loyal pigs, scavenging
in the forest all day, free to come and go, but always returning to
their pen at night. It was a simple, age-old agreement: Dylan gave
them somewhere safe to sleep and have their young, and every few
months -- less in recent years -- he’d take one of the older ones
down the forest path, away from the others, and would come back
with pork.
Stirring the bacon with a fork and remembering the last time he
went down the forest path with an older sow, Dylan wondered if
he had the heart to slaughter another pig. They always know when I
kill one ofthem. He looked back to the pigs and a saw pair nuzzle
their pink noses together. They feel it.
After pushing the bacon to the side ofthe cast-iron and taking a
couple eggs from a bowl, Dylan cracked their white shells and let
the contents fall into the boiling fat -- the translucent albumen
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bubbling and turning white. I don’t want to take away from them,
he decided, and for what? What am I doing anymore? Seeing a
thin, white film form over the yolk, Dylan clicked the stove off.
With a spatula, he lifted the eggs and bacon from the hot pan
and thought about what meat was left. He suspected it wasn’t
much. He ran through the HiFi mental inventory, and confirmed
there was only one cut left: a single steak he’d been saving,
butchered from the tenderloin ofan elk hunted years ago.
Poised to take the first bite of his breakfast, Dylan reached
further into his thoughts. He called to the microscopic machines
strewn throughout his body, searching for an excuse to avoid killing
another pig. He found one.
Displayed in hi-fidelity thought, the collection of implants,
nano-bots, and programmed organic cells, listed the workings and
failings ofDylan’s body with a log oftheir corrective measures. The
corrective log was long -- the machines cobbling together an old,
weathered body -- but there was a repeated process on the list:
irregular heart-beat pattern stabilised. Chewing on his first bite of
bacon and eggs, he saw the machines had been correcting it, more
or less, every hour. I’m a sinking ship, he thought while washing
the fat out ofhis mouth with a sip ofbitter coffee, being bailed out

by things Ican’t see or feel.

Hunched over his empty plate, he stared at the living room as it
brightened with the new day. On the far end of the room, a large
bank of windows overlooked the river running into the forested,
rolling hills to the west. An old, rickety upright piano sat tight
against the panes. The other two walls -- a staircase hugging one, a
large, plush couch the other -- were decorated with guitars of all
sizes: mandolins and ukuleles, twelve-string acoustics, and antique
corded electrics too fragile to play.
Staring at the instruments collected over a long lifetime, he asked
himselfagain: What am Idoing anymore?
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Dylan asked the question not out of pity or sadness, but out of
genuine curiosity. In his childhood and youth there were no
questions about purpose; he was part of a dynasty, a child of
genetic grooming and design -- the distillation of generations of
artists with handcrafted DNA. He was born to make art. Dylan
chose to sing simple songs. There hadn’t been anyone to hear them
in years.
Searching for an answer to his question, he looked past a guitar
propped against the couch and smiled at the cat sleeping behind it.
There’s Ash, Dylan considered as he stood up and walked across
the ornate rug towards the cat. I’m sure he needs me, but as soon as
the thought entered his head, Dylan knew it wasn’t true. Ash had
never really been his, not in the domestic sense.
He sat beside Ash and petted him with thin, wrinkled hands and
calloused fingertips. The cat’s coat was thick and soft, covering the
animal’s long body with black stripes over a light grey base -- the
shades of his name. Ash fidgeted in his sleep as Dylan petted him,
turning his smiling face but keeping his eyes shut.
The cat had come strolling into his garden a couple years ago, his
fluffy, black and grey tail held high, the tip hooked to the side a
little, and had never wanted anything but company. Ash caught his
own food, drank from the river, and never made a mess in the
house. He came and went as he pleased, but he always stuck
around, sunbathing inside or curling into the pillows on Dylan’s
bed.
Scratching behind the cat’s ear, getting a sleepy mew and an
outstretched chin for a response, Dylan knew the cat liked him, and
Ash, at least, would notice his absence, but Ash didn’t need him; he
would carry on, hunting mice and strolling through gardens, just
like he did before he met Dylan.
He let the corrective log back into his mind’s eye. His heartbeat
had been stabilised since he last checked, bringing a sober
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realisation: Without those invisible machines, I would have dropped
dead going to pet the cat. Again, he asked himself: What am Idoing
anymore? What’s left? Only one thing came to mind: The lullaby. I

still haven’t remembered the lullaby.

He picked up the guitar leaned against the couch and found its
familiar weight comforting. The classical six-string, its body a deep
maroon ribboned with black age rings, was different than the
instruments lining the walls: Dylan hadn’t acquired it like the rest;
he hadn’t been given, found, or bought it; he created it.
The guitar’s body and neck had come from a Brazilian
Rosewood growing in the overrun garden of an abandoned
mansion. It took weeks to find, Dylan flying from one end of
Vryheid to the other searching for rosewood. He cut the tree down,
bent and shaped it with steam, polished it with beeswax and
walnut oil. He bound it into a body with a bubbling mix of cedar
resin and charcoal.
The frets took seasons of hunting elk, their hidden tusks
polished into uniform bars. Their ivory was minimal, only found
in eyeteeth too small for a single fret, so Dylan had shaped and
bound teeth together into ivory strips before setting them into the
neck.
From a sheep, Dylan fashioned the top strings, taking one from
the flock he shepherded to slaughter, saving the meat and drying
and spinning the intestine into string. The bass strings were more
work: raising silk worms until they wove their cocoons, smothering
the pupa inside and boiling their protective shells for fine filaments
of silk; weaving that into a cord, then wrapping it in sheep
intestine.
When he finished the guitar and went to play it for the first
time, Dylan thought of the matter he held. He thought of all the
trees and animals who lived and grew, taking in the world and
reformatting it to the plan of their genetic codes, the billions of
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years it took for the genetic codes to whittle themselves into
existence before that. He thought of the elk and the messy, solemn
work of hunting and butchery, of the trusting sheep, and of the
silkworm pupa sleeping in their shells; none of them could have
known what a guitar was, much less that parts of their bodies
would be used to craft one. Then he struck a note and fell into the
vibrations ofa song, and for just a moment, all those separate parts,
all the pieces of animals and plants, stopped being separate and
coalesced into the fleeting melody of a simple song. They stayed
one thing, existing, rising, falling together until the final note
played and they all went back to being separate again.
But whatever purpose and community he found creating the
guitar was gone. He finished it years ago, its completion marking
the final goal Dylan had for his life, the last thing he wanted to
create and leave behind. It was something else, something that
couldn’t be made, something that was inside him, hiding in plain
sight, that kept Dylan going.
Sitting beside Ash in a patch of early morning sun, he held the
rosewood guitar and closed his eyes. Somewhere inside the tangle of
memories and thoughts was a song, an old lullaby his mother had
sung to him, that Dylan searched for. Hidden behind the haze of
early memory, the lullaby existed as a tone and mood smeared with
blurry images: his mother’s face, young and smiling -- almost
unrecognizable as the woman in his adult memory who wore the
same stoic expression as the rest of her generation after their deal
with the Shadd-e; the lullaby floating from her like an aura, leaving
warmth and comfort, but whenever Dylan tried to tie notes and
grasp the melody, the song blew away.
From programmed-cell induced meditative states to the wild
paths of hallucinogenic mushrooms, Dylan spent these last years
exploring the mesh-work ofhis memory, hoping to trigger the right
neural pathways to bring the lullaby, its melody and words clear as
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daylight, into his mind. No matter what he tried, it stayed hidden.
If he pushed the thought, asked the machines watching his mind,
he knew they would give him an answer, the lullaby would play in
his thoughts, but he wasn’t interested; it would be sung in a canned
voice, recorded centuries earlier by some singer Dylan didn’t care
about; he wanted to hear his mother sing it, just like she had, in his
mind, tying his life together -- his last memory of his first, ending
his song on the same note.
Letting the image of his mother, soft and warm, float in his
mind’s eye, he tried again to give it notes and melody, but the
lullaby slipped away.
Dylan opened his eyes and saw Ash waking up -- laying on his
back, the sunlight catching his blonde belly fur, paws stretched out
as his sleepy eyes opened. Dylan struck a random note, hoping that
by some magic happen-chance it would trigger the memory, but it
didn’t, so he fell into another song instead, connecting the history
in his head to the life behind the guitar.
The song finished. Ash yawned, shook his head, and jumped to
the floor, sauntering to the door and mewing in front of it. Dylan
put the guitar down and opened it for him.
Watching Ash strut onto the deck and lean into a big stretch,
Dylan decided, they don’t need me. I can’t take from them
anymore. He pushed a thought, telling the machines watching his
mind to let his heart fail after he fell asleep that night.
The rising sun cleared the low hills surrounding the river valley,
casting light across the plots of uniform plants surrounding the
house. Leaves woven through rows of wooden terracing collected
the sunlight and held it down, making it a part of the plant -transforming light into something solid. A fence of trees sheltered
the rows, branches swaying in the gentle wind, boxing away the
organised garden from the tangled wilderness behind.
Carrying a knitted bag, Dylan strolled the garden’s organised
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rows, taking his time as he enjoyed a strange excitement at the
prospect ofplanning his last meal. A weight lifted after he made the
decision. The world took on a new tone. Since being alone, all the
days had bled together, then the months and years, forming a
muddy collage in his memory. But the decision made the day
unique, giving it form -- a beginning, a middle, and finally, an end.
As he looked over the rows of vegetables and fruit and thought of
his last meal, Dylan didn’t feel sad or mournful; he felt relieved and
thankful.
He also hoped the day’s finality would get through to his brain,
finally revealing the lullaby lost in his memories.
He stopped in front of a stacked row heavy with produce. Near
the soil, cucumbers and bright peppers stood out from the vines
and leaves; above them, swollen tomatoes sat heavy, terraces helping
to hold them up while corn stalks reached above with golden cobs.
Dylan ran through options in his mind, certain of only one menu
item: the steak under preservation film he’d been saving. Maybe
some cucumbers and tomatoes tossed with olive oil and salt, he
decided, bending to one knee to pick the cucumbers. Then he
thought of a kale salad as well, mapping the route to the lettuce
patch in his mind. And I still have a cask ofwine that’s pretty full,
he pictured the oak barrel in the cellar, which made him think of
the mushroom shed outside. A nice red wine sauce with sautéed
mushrooms. His stomach growled.
His knitted bag heavy with tomatoes and cucumber, Dylan
walked across the garden, to the southern side, where the kale and
lettuce grew with basil and Brussels sprouts.
Crossing the tidy rows with their uniform paths and plants, he
wondered what would become of the garden. The plants didn’t
need much from him, their genetic programming and integrated
layout doing most of the work. One plant helped another, a fact
isolated and enhanced in their organic coding, creating small,
LULLABY
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clustered, and stacked micro-environments that regulated and
maintained themselves while growing produce at a scheduled,
consistent rate. When the occasional oddity occurred -- an
unregulated genetic mixing or mutation, storm or animal damage -a thought pushed into Dylan’s head, letting him know about the
problem and how to fix it.
It would take a while, but eventually, the garden’s organised and
neat rows would fall prey to the wild genes that would move in
when once Dylan was gone.
As he crossed into the house’s shadow, the lettuce patch coming
into view across the river, he wished there was some way to shelter
the garden, protecting the genetic codes that took millennia to
create. Each species plucked from nature’s chaos, selectively bred
across history, and then, through the elegant, precise work of
designers, refined. Without him there, wild genes would blow in,
the chaotic making the created like itself; then the rows would
sprawl apart, becoming something unique -- neither the old or new
-- and the genes humanity protected and refined would be lost.
He walked across the small, wooden bridge arched over the river;
its babble a gentle and loving song under his feet.
Arriving at the dark green bunches of kale, Dylan’s thoughts
shifted from the plants’ genes to his own. How his ancestors
struggled through history’s crowded chaos, surviving plagues and
famines and governments, always proving their worth and
preserving the creative merit stored in twisted polynucleotide
chains. How, like the rest of the dynasties, they crawled out from
the masses by gaining the cultural tools, and the respect, needed to
take their genetic destiny into their own hands, refining their
lineage into a perfected form ofthe past and letting their family tree
bear fruit.
Clumps of dirt hung on to the wide, leathery leaves as Dylan
stuffed them in his knitted bag. But our genes won’t be lost, he
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thought, looking from the earth to the sky, they’re all up there,

somewhere, preserved and protected on the Hiraeth -- that colossal
ship moving almost as fast as light, sailing to a new star. From Earth,
but not a part ofit anymore. Before Dylan’s thoughts could turn to
his place on the family tree -- a dead branch that once bore fruit -he left the lettuce patch to linger on the bridge, listening to river’s
babble.
The mushroom shed, a tiny wooden room tucked against the
stone under his house, was Dylan’s last stop. In the still, dank air
heavy with earthen rot, he looked over the white buttons, creminis,
and lanky stems and heavy cups of the oysters, searching for the
right mushrooms for his last dinner. Spotting the cluster of golden
caps in the corner, he chuckled at the idea of eating the Psilocybe
cubensis and spending his last night in a dissociative meditation
state. The connection between death and the golden mushrooms
pulled a memory from the depths of Dylan’s mind, a story about
one of the saints he learned about in childhood -- St. Huxley? he
recalled, but doubted -- who had taken a large dose of a proto
dissociative meditation compound on his deathbed. Not for me,
Dylan chuckled to himself, but Ido have a lot ofwine.
He chose the white buttons, picking them from the soil and rot.
As the sun sat above the river valley, Dylan hiked up the forest
path with a guitar slung over his shoulder and a sheepskin of wine
on his hip. Listening to the breeze and birdsong, he followed a path
twisting up the hill, wanting to go to where the trees were thin and
the view revealed the remains of Newkal tucked against the distant
coast.
The idea to hike up the hill came after he put the produce away.
Dylan sat on the deck with Ash, petting the cat’s chin as he rolled in
sunlight, and wondered what to do with his last day. He stared at
the northern hill, its face steeped in shadow, and thought of all the
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times he and Cayeh had climbed its soft summit to see their old
home -- the city they grew up in. He had never gone up alone;
Cayeh left decades ago. Packing the last ofhis goat cheese and a pair
of apples picked the day before, Dylan set off to the summit,
wanting to see whatever remained ofNewkal one last time.
The canopy -- a glowing mix of verdant shades stemming from
the branches of oaks and maples, birches and beeches -- held back
the sun, but still, some got through, dots of daylight falling on the
forest floor. The trees caught and quieted the breeze, while
summer warmth crept through the shadows, chasing away the
morning chill. It was still but not quiet, the birds and insects
playing fragments ofrhythm and melody.
The trees had grown and the path was overrun, but Dylan still
knew the way as he stepped across branches and deadfall, finding
the trail in his memory. The remembered path mixed with his last
memories of Cayeh, becoming a phantom that walked beside him
on the trail. She was aged and wearing an expression that had
become a permanent part of Cayeh after the Hiraeth left. An
expression that hung off her whole body, conveying a strange
halfway between serenity and melancholy. Walking with the
phantom, he wondered when Cayeh told the machines to let go, to
let age, slowly and controlled, seep into her cells. He wondered
when he first noticed she was aging.
They never talked about it. They never talked about the lines
appearing in her face, or the stiffness to her movements. After more
than a century together, Dylan watched and didn’t speak as a face
he knew better than his own aged until her eyes closed and the last
of Cayeh slipped away. But that’s how it was after the Hiraeth
launched: the few Aptones who stayed behind -- the last people
who couldn’t bear to divorce their body, or who wouldn’t accept
the deal with the Shadd-e -- said nothing as those around them left,
one by one; some were like Cayeh, taking their time, letting the
LULLABY
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years pass as the machines let age carry them away; others were
more dramatic and impatient, regretting their decision to be a part
of the last generation and committing suicide; and then some
choose to leave Vryheid and become part of the Shadd-e’s dream;
Dylan couldn’t blame any of them; he didn’t blame Cayeh for
leaving him.
Feeling haunted, Dylan dispelled the phantom by remembering
Cayeh differently. His thoughts went further into the past, going
back to the days after June’s birth; Vryheid had still been free and
the future wide open; Cayeh, a parent to the next generation of
Souths, had been proud and happy; they had friends and a
community and a reason to be; and the Shadd-e had still to cross
their shores.
He stopped to rest and drank from the sheepskin, the wine
leaving a sticky and sweet taste in his mouth. Ahead, heavy, hanging
branches narrowed the path forward.
A taste from a memory hung in his mind, sticky and sweet like
the wine, as he thought back to the early days of parenthood; but
the tone shifted to a sour, spoiled aftertaste as recollections of the
Hiraeth fermented behind it. Dylan looked above, past the
shimmering canopy and towards the pockets of blue sky. She’s up
there, he told himself again, thinking of his daughter this time,

existing in the Shadd-e’s dream, the last South that will ever have a
memory ofEarth, ofhome.
He pushed ahead, ignoring the low branches and bushes
scraping against his shins. Determined to not let the Shadd-e taint
all his family memories, Dylan reached further into his mind as he
walked the narrow trail. He found Cayeh again, picturing her the
first time they met.
It had been in the Newkal concert hall, its thin, shell-like walls
open to the sky and sitting under grey clouds shedding rain drops
that would never touch the interior. He couldn’t remember
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anything about the concert, but the intermission was as clear as any
hi-fidelity thought in his mind; it was when their parents
introduced Dylan to Cayeh and Cayeh to Dylan. So many things
led to their meeting -- deals between dynasties, complimentary
genetics designed and negotiated, attraction markers modified to
ensure both future parties fit together like a key and lock -- but
when they first saw each other, heard each other’s voices, those
things had fallen by the wayside.
In a crowded concert hall with artisan light filling the air and a
head full of chemicals designed for the show, all Dylan wanted to
see was her; all he wanted to hear was her voice. And for over a
century, that was it; he loved her.
With that first image of Cayeh walking beside him, looking just
as she did under those storm clouds that would never touch her,
Dylan pushed through the undergrowth, a hand behind his back
holding the guitar away from the branches.
LULLABY

As the sun started its western descent, Dylan stopped to rest.
The trees were thinner, the sun falling through their canopy in
wide patches. He leaned the guitar against the rock, took a gulp of
wine, and closed his eyes. The wind was louder, whistling and
rasping through the trees, while the occasional flutter of crow
wings and cawing replaced the birdsong from below. Wrapped up
in the quiet, natural noise, the lullaby drifted into his thoughts -formless still, but the melody hiding nearby.
Keeping his eyes shut, Dylan reached for the guitar. He moved
slowly, scared to chase away the song. Feeling it come forward, he
started to hum, coaxing the tune out from its shelter of hazy
childhood memories. Thumb poised over a string of wrapped silk,
Dylan struck a note. It fired into the air but missed its mark, the
lullaby fleeing back into the hidden corners ofhis mind.
Frustrated, Dylan opened his eyes to the shade and shook his
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head. Without thinking, one hand moved into position, fingers
pressing intestine to ivory , as the other struck the strings. One
chord rose into another, fell into notes, and picked itself up again
until a song played with the crows. As lyrics bubbled into his
thoughts, Dylan sang with a tired, quiet voice.
He played simple chords that trotted together, straying into
notes occasionally, and sang the words to an ancient, rambling
song: “Old Judge Thayer.” The songwriter was from a distant past
that existed only as a simple story in Dylan’s mind -- a collection of
caricatures of people and their ideas. Despite the ocean of time
separating them, the song, its unique arrangement ofguitar sounds
and words, stretched across centuries, tying the two faraway
musicians together, all while creating something new and fleeting;
it tied Dylan to his own past, tightening around a knot of
memories from the lone time he performed “Old Judge Thayer” to
an audience.
From orbit resorts and the crystalline halls ofVryheid’s capitol to
college campuses and cramped bars done-up in slum aesthetic,
Dylan had toured and performed wherever he could, filling his life
with loud, crowded nights and lonely days as he travelled across
Vryheid. Few of those nights stood out from the collage of
performances in his memory, but the night he played “Old Judge
Thayer” did.
It had been on a small, black stage in the Newkal concert hall
underneath a star-strewn sky. There was only one spotlight, clean
and simple, shining down on Dylan. He sat on a black stool. He
wore black. The guitar was black. He played to an audience that
wasn’t from Vryheid, an audience that watched with shuttered eyes
socketed into temporary, synthetic bodies.
As he sang a song from a faraway time, he looked at the crowd
and hated them. He hated how they had come to see the world they
left behind with borrowed eyes, too scared or unable to leave the
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Shadd-e’s dream to see it with their own. He hated how they were
allowed there at all, how the borders opened so they could come
and gawk. But he hated the Shadd-e most of all; how, after all the
promises the Shadd-e made to leave Vryheid alone, it had done
what it wanted anyways; without warning, it attached itself to
everything, tying itselfto the chemicals oflife with no one’s blessing
but its own.
After the Shadd-e wove itself to life, the Aptones of Vryheid,
whose ancestors had risen the country from the sea and built a
nation to shelter the last threads of humanity, gave up; they let the
temporary, synthetic bodies into Vryheid to stare at Aptones, to
look at the world they built like it was a novelty -- a zoo or a circus.
It was then that the future stopped being wide open; the Shadd-e
narrowed it into a tunnel. Dylan had felt heartbroken. He felt
angry. So, he played to the borrowed bodies under the stars, and he
sang them an old song, but he never played for them again.
In the morning shade, the last chord quieted into nothing.
Dylan was left with wind and crows for music again. He drank
some more wine, noticing but not caring how it had warmed in the
sun, and got up, setting offfor the last stretch to the top.
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Tired and out of breath, Dylan arrived at the summit. The
world opened up. Wooded towers filled a coastal valley and
sprawled into the shallows while thin, wispy clouds floated above
the ocean and ruins, casting shadows larger than themselves over
the glimmering water and tall, narrow forests. A flock of seagulls,
tiny specks of white on the coast, circled over the half-submerged
concert hall, something dead inside drawing them down with
bullet-like dives. The sun, lingering on its western slope, shone over
all ofit.
Dylan sat in the open air and looked at Newkal. He took a bite
of cheese, washing it down with a swig of wine. It was hard to see
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the city through the trees. The only sign people had been there, had
dredged land from the ocean and filled it with towers and lights,
was the unnatural uniformity: plants didn’t hide under a canopy of
treetops; instead, they clustered and stacked on top ofone another ,
spilling from the tiered garden beds the Aptones decorated their
buildings with.
The ruins reminded Dylan of the old cities, cities outside of
Freyhid the Shadd-e claimed generations ago. A long time ago, he
visited one of them; he forgot its name, but as he sipped from the
sheepskin and ate lunch on the hilltop, he remembered what
remained ofits body.
It had been his mother’s idea to show him, to fly away from
Vryheid to the lands their people came from. When she told him
what they were going to do, he hadn’t seen the point -- from
projections to HiFi thoughts, Dylan had grown up with images of
the old world and its ruins -- but he had been a child and didn’t
protest; it wasn’t in his pre-adolescent design to. So, mother and
son got into a car and flew away. First Newkal and then all of
Vryheid became a speck behind them, disappearing past the
horizon in minutes as ionic wind carried them away.
For a while, there was only ocean around them. Dylan stared at
his shoes as the waves blurred by. They didn’t talk on the flight
over, he remembered that. Then the coast had come rushing up
and the car slowed, lowering into giant, sun-bleached concrete
fingers reaching out from coastal waters.
She flew them through the bare frames and crumbling
structures. Dylan remembered the birds, their nests built into
window frames as whole flocks went from one building to another.
It was then his mother had started to talk. She told him how the
ocean crept into the city, swallowing whole districts, because there
wasn’t anyone to maintain the coast; no one cared, she lamented,
and other cities were completely underwater.
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He imagined the birds as fish, swimming through the windows,
and showed the thought to his mom. Dylan remembered her smile.
Then they had flown inland, the skeletal towers speeding past the
uniform, digital window wrapping the interior ofthe car.
Inland, the old city had been a mess of vegetation and debris.
Some of the buildings hung on to their shape, but mats of vines
and leaves covered their square edges and steeped roofs; others,
most of the great towers, had collapsed, leaving behind twisted
shards ofconcrete and metal reaching from colossal piles ofrubble.
They flew slow at first, weaving through ruins as his mother
sermonised. She talked ofthe centuries, the millennia in some cases,
it had taken to build these places. Ofhow cities were more than just
places to live; they were symbols ofhumanity, the physical proofof
people’s ongoing triumph over nature. Hovering above the wild
lawn of a broken monument, she told him the old cities held
millions each, and some had held tens ofmillions; they stretched on
and on, bleeding into one another, covering the natural continents.
The car started to lift from the lawn, silent and steady, when she
spoke of their people as the pinnacle of the cities, the Aptones a
living statement of humanity’s greatest triumph over nature:
learning nature’s code for life and using it to give humanity
direction and purpose, freeing them from her chains of
randomness and chaos. It sounded like a fable, his mother’s telling
ofthe first oftheir people rising from the crowd to create dynasties
by taking control oftheir families’ destinies.
As the ruins spread out under them, stretching farther the higher
they rose, she talked of how their ancestors had been leaders of
sovereign cities, and how the cities and their billions flourished
under the Aptones’ direction and purpose. They flew to distant
mountains while Dylan’s mother romanticised a past she had never
been a part of, handing down the same fable handed down to her.
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The ocean gone from view and nothing but endless ruins below,
she let the car hover. Dylan remembered the scale being confusing,
the old city touching everything in sight, and couldn’t fathom it
full of people. He felt dizzy, overwhelmed. He couldn’t stop
staring.
As they floated, her fable came to the Shadd-e and returned to
being a sermon. A quiet, subdued anger stained her words as she
talked about the cities emptying, the people abandoning everything
humanity built, everything they achieved-- had won over nature -just to be a thought in the Shadd-e’s dream.
During the sermon, Dylan hung his head, looking past his shoes
to the old world buried under itself.
The cold, calm anger carried through as she told him to hate the
Shadd-e but not the people turned to thought in its dream. They
divorced their bodies, gave them to the Shadd-e to turn to stone in
underground caves. She told him that was a betrayal, but it was the
Shadd-e’s betrayal. It tempted them all with an eternal soul and
infinite paradises, but only the strongest of humanity -- the
pinnacle -- could resist and see the offer for what it was: a whiteflag, humanity’s comfortable, lulled, surrender. She told him the
strongest were their ancestors; they raised Vryheid from the sea and
put cities on him so Aptones could carry the torch the Shadd-e
tried to snuffout.
Dylan just looked past his shoes, watching a bird fly into a
crumpled building.
Sitting on the summit, he pulled his stare away from Newkal
and picked up his guitar. Even as a child, he knew what his mother
had been trying to do, even ifhe didn’t have the words to express it
back then. On the hilltop, he did: she was passing on her anger, the
same anger that had been passed on to her, the same anger that kept
passing from generation to generation; but it hadn’t made him
angry -- there’d be plenty ofthings to be angry at the Shadd-e for in
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his own lifetime. Instead, it made him feel sad, sad for all the things
left to ruin like they never mattered, sad for his mother trying to
matter. He felt the same emotion looking at Newkal for the last
time.
Wrapped in homesickness, Dylan tried to make the most of the
feeling and held the guitar. Letting the emotion balloon, he looked
for the lullaby, but couldn’t even find the song’s mood. He
couldn't let go ofthe memory -- ruins under his feet, bird’s nests in
broken windows -- and how Newkal was just another old city.
Searching for a song to play to his hometown, he sifted through
the sadness that came from looking at Newkal. It made past dreams
reappear, hopes for a future that never was, and they broke his
heart. Drawn to the emotion, a song crept from his memory, a
nostalgic ode to an ancient city written by St. Parton ofHomesong:
“My Tennessee Mountain Home”. The song travelled through
time and thought as Dylan sang goodbye to his home with a heavy
heart.
The sun shone through the western windows in a red hue,
filling the kitchen, the air rich with the smell of garlic and butter,
with warm light. Dylan poured wine into the cast iron and stirred
the white buttons and chunks of garlic, watching the wine bubble
and shrink, becoming sticky and sweet on the hot surface. He lifted
his glass again, this time pouring wine into his mouth. After adding
another dollop of butter and lowering the heat, he turned towards
the western windows.
Seeing Ash on top of the piano, the cat watching the river
outside as his tail swung slow, Dylan walked over to the old
upright. He pressed a key and struck a note, Ash turning his head
and mewing at the noise. Dylan smiled and sat on the wooden
bench, scratching behind the cat’s ears as he did.
The piano was an heirloom, passed down from one generation
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of South to the next, but it circled back to Dylan. He had done his
dynastic duty, passing down the piano to his daughter when she
started her family. June needed it to teach her children music, just
like Dylan taught her, and how his mother taught him. But the
piano came back to him when the Hiraeth left, taking away his
daughter and grandchildren.
He played another note and let it linger; as it started to fade, a
series of notes rolled in behind, rising, hovering, falling low before
lingering again. For a moment, he looked out the window at the
lowering sun, then closed his eyes and picked up the song from the
start. It was a sweet, simple tune carried on a melancholic current;
June had written it.
In the melody, Dylan’s daughter came back to him as a
contradiction: a child and a woman at the same time. As the notes
rose, she was small beside him, the piano keys giants against her tiny
fingers as he taught her scales. The notes fell and she was older, a
mother about to move their dynasty out of the Solar System, and
better at playing that old, rickety piano than Dylan. The last note
lingering, she hugged him and said goodbye. The song ended.
Dylan sighed.
June played the song before she left. It was the last song that
came from her body, and it felt fitting that it would be the piano’s
last song too.
She’s a thought in the Shadd-e’s dream, Dylan reminded himself,
but she didn’t have a choice. It was a line Dylan repeated often, a
spell to chase away the fantasy ofJune and her family having chosen
to stay behind with him. And she’s an Aptone still, dreaming on
the Hiraeth instead of in a stone body underground. He left the
piano and went back to the kitchen for his wine.
Filling his glass, he let the fantasies spill over their mental guards.
Images of June swirled around: her and the grandkids in the
garden, soiled with dirt and spoiled with sunlight; petting Ash on
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the couch while winter’s first snow fell outside; sitting by the
window and playing the piano; Cayeh was in them too.
Dylan built on the images, imagining a different past, one where
the Shadd-e had never bound to the chemicals of life and the
Aptones never made the deal to leave for the stars: Newkal was
alive; Vryheid was still the last nation; and there was his family, his
dynasty, pushing into the future with the momentum oftheir own
bodies.
In a large gulp, he finished his glass and poured another. But
that’s not what happened. The fantasies turned sour as the past
recalled itself: people abandoned Earth; the Shadd-e, after weaving
itselfinto the fabric oflife, made a deal with the Aptones: it would
help them find a new home and build the ship to get them there,
but Earth would be the Shadd-e’s kingdom alone. His mother’s
generation struck the deal, signing away their dynasties’ future on
the word ofa liar.
At the time, it had been lunatic to Dylan. The Shadd-e promised
to stay away from Vryheid, to honour the Aptones exodus from the
Shadd-e’s kingdom on the natural continents, but then its
machines were everywhere, attached to every organic molecule on
the planet, including all the living things of Vryheid. How could
they believe the Shadd-e when it promised to take them to a foreign
planet centuries away? But Dylan had been alone in his fear.
With the deal struck, the Shadd-e appeared to Aptones all across
Vryheid. It appeared in different forms and told different stories,
but it convinced all of them to leave Earth, even if it meant that
millions of Aptones would live and die in dreams, never knowing
their bodies and living as thoughts in the Shadd-e’s dream inside a
starship sailing on light. And they believed the Shadd-e when it told
them it wouldn’t be part oftheir new world, the children born on
Zarmina could, if they chose for them, have no knowledge of the
Shadd-e and their old home. Zarmina would be their only home; it
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was the Aptones only future; or so it said.
Glass in hand, Dylan clumsily spun towards the stove and
checked the mushrooms; they had shrunk and darkened, soaking in
wine and garlic. Stirring the mushrooms, he took a long, slow, sip
ofwine, letting it coat his palette and drown his senses.
June came back, but she wasn’t a contradiction anymore. She
was the oldest he would ever see his daughter. The memory looked
at him with a melancholic face, knowing she’d be on the Hiraeth
the next day and he wouldn’t. In that old moment, Dylan had a
speech formed in his mind to compel June and her family stay, to
be part of whatever was left on Earth with him and Cayeh, but he
never spoke it. Instead, June told him how the Shadd-e appeared to
her: it looked like him, Dylan, her father, only much older and
thinner, holding a rough, hewn guitar and playing a sad song. And
the Shadd-e spun a future in her mind that was too beautiful to
describe, but she knew they had to go; she had to say goodbye.
Dylan knew there wasn’t anything he could say to convince her to
stay, so he said goodbye and asked June to play the piano one last
time.
Letting the mushrooms simmer, Dylan tore the kale and cut the
cucumbers and tomatoes before going outside. The sun was almost
gone, cut in half by the horizon smouldering away in deep red.
Around the side of the house, he chopped logs while the pigs
trotted out from the forest, heading to their pen for the night.
Arms full of wood, he crossed the lettuce patch and went down to
the river and started a fire on its shore. The flames grew from
kindling, catching the wood, sprouting from its cracks, and turning
it into embers as the sun disappeared. Not hindered by the dark -the path to the house carved into his mind -- Dylan went home,
putting the mushrooms and salads into bowls, filling the sheepskin
and unwrapping the steak. He grabbed his guitar on the way out.
Ash, asleep on the couch, only lifted his head as the door opened
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and closed, not convinced to leave the cushion to join Dylan down
by the fire.
The steak cooked over open flames. Dylan, leaning against a
boulder and drinking from the sheepskin, watched them char the
last of the elk. Transfixed by the fire , he thought of the animal.
The elk had once been nothing but bits of matter strewn across
Vryheid. Then there was a cell, and another, and another, until,
eventually, there was an animal -- a body and a mind. Then Dylan
came along and there had only been a body. Now, the body was
almost gone, converted back to matter strewn across Vryheid, like
the elk had never been. Even his teeth in the fret board would break
down as the house fell into ruin.
And soon that will be me, Dylan took a heavy gulp from the
sheepskin, a body without a mind, and then...nothing. Leaning
forward and turning the steak with a stick, Dylan let himself
entertain an idea he’d been trained to resist. He imagined all the
people in the Shadd-e’s mind, all the billions, maybe trillions -Dylan had no idea how many the Shadd-e thought of-- and the
dreams they existed in. They’re minds without bodies, Dylan
compared, but I wonder ifthat’s any better than a body without a
mind.
Stoked by the fire, stories about the Shadd-e’s dream brightened
in his memory. The Shadd-e designed realities, created endless
worlds for its people that felt as real as anything Dylan experienced,
but they never knew their bodies; the Shadd-e took those,
converting their living cells into inorganic matter to hold their
mind; then the Shadd-e buried their stone bodies deep in the earth.
The planet could become a cold, barren rock without a living cell
or star, but the Shadd-e’s dream could continue up until the
moment the universe became cold and still with entropy. Dylan
even heard stories of worlds where the people forgot they were
eternal and bodiless -- even forgetting the Shadd-e -- so they would
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forget they were nothing but a thought in a dream.
Pulling the steak from the fire, Dylan thought: No, me and the

elk will both be bodies without a mind, and then our bodies will be
gone, and it will be like we had never been. But a mind without a
body, even though they’ll always be, it will always be like they had
never been.

Dylan quieted his mind, pushing away thoughts of the Shadd-e.
He poured the mushrooms over the steak and sat closer to the fire.
With closed eyes, listening to the fire’s soft hisses and cracks, he
made sure to taste every bite ofthe last food he would ever eat.
When the elk and vegetables were gone, and all that was left was
the sheepskin, Dylan set to work emptying it. He drank wine and
played guitar, his thoughts losing words and shape, becoming soft
and warm like the fire’s aura. Hoping to lull his mother’s song
through the red wine fog, he mixed melodies and found new notes
for old rhythms, playing in a flow matching his thoughts -formless and warm, drunk and fading. The fire died down,
becoming ash and charcoal surrounding a dim glow, but Dylan
kept the bodiless song going, hoping for the lullaby to appear.
The song became slow, disoriented -- random notes timed to
nothing, lingering with a slow drawl, while a lazy melody appeared
every now and again. The wine weighed him down, made his body
heavy, his thoughts tired -- too tired to remember what he was
searching for. Dylan’s head tilted down, eyes flickering; the song
ended in front of a cold pile of ashes. Not yet, he told himself
through the fog and strained to lift his eye lids, but he managed.
Ash was sitting between his feet, looking up at Dylan with big
green orbs bouncing back the moonlight. Reaching down, Dylan
petted the cat and smiled. Thinking back to the day he first met
Ash, the cat strolling through the garden with his tail held high, he
wanted nothing more than to pick up and hold him. The guitar fell
into the dead fire as Dylan hunched forward, hands reaching for
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Ash, but the cat slinked through his feet. Drunk and tired but
determined to hold his cat, Dylan staggered to his feet and shuffled
forward a couple steps. Ash sauntered ahead, walking slow and
flipping his tail, drawing Dylan forward. He’s leading me home,
Dylan convinced himself, and, feeling comforted, let himselfbe led.
It wasn’t long until Dylan was sprawled out in his bed, Ash
tucked against his chest and purring, with the heavy curtain of
sleep pressing down. He almost forgot he had instructed the tiny
machines inside his body to let him die, but a clear thought entered
his mind: I can still tell them to keep my heart going, have another
day. Another year maybe. He wasn’t sure if it was his thought or
the machines confirming his decision before it was too late, but
either way, it didn’t matter. He didn’t want to wake-up; he wanted
to be a body without a mind; he wanted to be nothing. Scratching
under Ash’s chin, he told the cat goodnight and goodbye and
closed his eyes.
Through the veil ofapproaching sleep, Dylan heard his mother’s
voice. She was singing. He opened heavy eyes and saw her sitting
beside him, smiling and singing the lullaby he spent years searching
for -- clear and beautiful. Dylan thought he had forgotten his
mother’s voice and song, but after hearing them again, he realised
he never had. He closed his eyes again. He felt her hand cradle his
face.
Even through the wine and fatigue, he knew it was the Shadd-e;
it appeared to him finally, taking the form ofhis mother to sing her
lullaby; he didn’t care. He listened to her sing, happy knowing his
last memory would be of his first. Feeling Ash stir under his arm,
Dylan had to ask one thing of the created intelligence before he
could let the memory lull him away.
“My garden,” His voice was sleepy, his words mumbled. “Can
you tend to it? At least until Ash is gone? I think he would like
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that.”
“Ofcourse.”
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